Year Round Brews

The NCSU brewery doesn’t use adjuncts,
only the highest quality malted barley,
hops, water and yeast.

Pack Pilsner
– A pale yellow/golden lager. Light-bodied and
refreshingly dry with a hint of malt combined
with soft and rounded bitterness and spice
flavor from Noble type hops.

Chancellor’s Choice IPA
– Our award-winning English IPA is a
medium-bodied orange-colored ale,
featuring citrus and pine notes from
American Cascade hops. Its relatively
mild bitterness is balanced with a
subtle maltiness.

Brickyard Red
– Light amber colors are accentuated with
dark hues of red. This light-bodied ale has
a moderate caramel malt flavor with initial
sweetness and a roasted, dry smooth finish.

Ma Blonde Do’r (Golden Blonde)
– Our “blonde girlfriend,” describes the
color of this ale. A clean, medium-bodied
beer with a delicate balance of subtle fruit
characters. Lightly hopped, the subdued
maltiness throughout leads to a pleasantly
refreshing tang in the finish.

Schaub Schwarzbier
– This dark lager is a German favorite.
Deep brown/black with ruby highlights,
this beer is crisp with low levels of residual
sweetness. Hints of coffee and dark
chocolate are swirled into this
light-bodied brew.

Kegerators
with taps can
be provided
for events!

At NCSU, we specialize in old world lager
production. Lager brewing provides unique
challenges to the brewing process and
we think this classic style is being lost in
American craft brews. At NC State, we
strive to be leaders in the art of lagering.

To Order Contact
Dr. John D. Sheppard
Phone: 919-513-0802
Fax: 919-515-4694
E-mail: jdsheppa@ncsu.edu

Seasonal Brews
Wolf-toberfest (Oktoberfest) Fall

Graduator Maibock Spring

– A full-bodied lager to bring in the fall season.
Sweet lingering caramel flavor and aroma,
balanced with moderate bitterness and a
nice seasonal orange hue. Prost!

– A relatively strong, pale and malty lager type
brew associated with the month of May. Mediumbodied, higher alcohol with dominant flavors of
European malts and just a hint of bitterness.

Pullen Porter Winter

Wolfpack Wheat Summer

– A substantial English dark brown ale
with ruby highlights. Both English and
American hops produce a pleasant
bitterness to complement the predominately
malt and chocolate flavor, with a subtle
roasted character.

– A light golden, hazy beer that’s perfect when
served with an orange slice. Features an
aromatic head, coriander and orangey-citrus
fruitiness. Pleasantly sweet with low hop
bitterness. Refreshing for the North Carolina
summer heat!

